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RETAIL Price List - Valid From June 2020

CORNERED speakers feature a one-of-a-kind 90-degree 
triangular design that makes for a discreet and elegant 
installation anywhere in your home - in corners, on the 
wall, below the ceiling, on shelves and as a centre and rear 
channel for surround sound.

With CORNERED speakers, you can enjoy two 
things in one: unique design and excellent sound.

CORNERED speakers also offer excellent sound quality. 
They reproduce a natural three-dimensional sound stage 
that fills your room with sound.

C3 is an extremely compact speaker designed for hi-fi and 
home cinema sound in small to medium sized rooms.

Very compact design

C3 - Black or White (pair)

ABS cabinet with MDF baffle

With an ultra long-throw 4" woofer and a 1" tweeter with silk 
dome, the C3 offers wide dispersion and excellent audio while 
taking up a minimum of space. It mounts without brackets through 
the cabinet with only two screws. With a hidden cable terminal, it 
can be installed discreetly in vertical and horizontal positions. C3 is 
the perfect choice as a full range speaker for smaller rooms, or as 
surround speaker for the C4.

4" woofer

1" silk dome tweeter

CORNERED SPEAKERS

Retail
Ex VAT

Retail
Inc VAT

UK Sales: 01423 358 846

£ 333.33 £ 400.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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C4 - Black or White (pair)

Using an ultra long-throw 4" woofer with a 4” passive 
radiator, the C4 offers true full range sound while taking up a 
minimum of space, thanks to its innovative triangular, corner-
hugging shape.

4" woofer + 4" slave

1" silk dome tweeter

Aluminium cabinet; black or white finish

As with C5, the speaker cable runs through the cabinet to 
terminals on the front baffle. Wall/ceiling mounting points 
are an integrated part of the cabinet which installs 
horizontally or vertically at room boundaries without 
brackets.

The C4 is a smaller version of the Cornered C5 monitor 
and sets new standards for sound pressure from compact 
cabinets.

Full range bass in compact cabinet 

1" silk dome tweeter

You will experience surprisingly strong sound pressure from 
the compact aluminium cabinet and the speaker's high 
sensitivity - even modest-sized amplifiers will enable the 
speaker to fill your room with quality sound. The tweeter 
reproduces clean and crisp high frequencies beyond 25 kHz. 
The tweeter has excellent dispersion as well, which makes it a 
perfect fit for the woofer. The C5's cable solution is innovative 
and discreet, as there is no visible cable terminal. Instead, the 
speaker cable is run in a slot at the back of the cabinet, 
making the installation pleasing to the eye as well as the ear.

Full range bass in compact cabinet 

C5 - Black or White (pair)

The C5 is a two-way speaker with extended bass 
performance due to the use of an advanced passive 
woofer.

5.25" woofer + 5.25" slave

Aluminium cabinet; black, white & silver finishes

C5 - Aluminium (pair)

RETAIL Price List - Valid From June 2020

UK Sales: 01423 358 846

Retail
Ex VAT

Retail
Inc VAT

£ 541.67 £ 650.00

£ 625.00 £ 750.00

£ 608.33 £ 730.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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5” woofer with very low power compression;  1” horn 
loaded dome tweeter;  Aluminium cabinet; 90 by 90 degree 
dispersion;  Power handling, IEC268: 150W;  Power 
handling, peak: 600W;  Sensitivity, 2,83V / 1m: 90 dB; 
Maximum SPL, long term: 112 dB;  Maximum SPL, peak: 
118 dB;  Frequency response: 55 Hz - 20 kHz;  Nominal 
impedance: 8 ohms;  Dispersion: 90 x 90 degree;  Weight: 
4.8 kg;  Dimensions: (H x W x D): 439 x 213 x 154 mm

Its compact aluminium enclosure houses a 1” horn loaded 
dome tweeter with robust 5.25” woofer and a 5.25” passive 
woofer. The C5TRM offers high SPLs and dynamics with 
excellent clarity, uniform dispersion and bass reproduction 
down to 50Hz – all from a discreet corner location.

The new Cornered Audio C5TRM delivers very high 
output for high impact/low profile home cinema and 
music applications.

C5TRM - Black, White or (pair)Aluminium 

C6 - Black, White or (pair)Aluminium 

Equipped with a woofer custom developed in Denmark, 
the C6 offers excellent sensitivity and clarity.

High sensitivity

6.5" woofer

Aluminium cabinet with MDF baffle

It has very high output and is recommended in combination 
with a sub. The tweeter has a very low resonance point and 
offers crisp treble beyond 25 kHz. With superb detail and 
resolution, the two drive units reproduce a credible 3-
dimensional sound stage. The extruded aluminium cabinet is 
well damped and the triangular shape minimises standing 
waves and reflections within the cabinet. C6 is the perfect 
choice for a clear, high output and yet compact speaker 
system.

1" silk dome tweeter

RETAIL Price List - Valid From June 2020

UK Sales: 01423 358 846

Retail
Ex VAT

Retail
Inc VAT

£ 750.00 £ 900.00

£ 766.67 920.00£

Office: 01423 358 846



LS1 Aluminium  - Black, White or (pair)

LS1 is a very compact speaker designed to be flown 
horizontally in compact Line Source applications, flying 
up to 8 pcs per side.

At less than 7 kg per speaker, the LS one offers very high SPL-
to-weight and SPL-to-size ratios. High quality drive units 
combined with state-of-the art-cooling offer consistency in 
sound quality and SPL over long durations, the closely spaced 
1” horn-loaded dome tweeter array producing the output of 
a horn-loaded design with the clarity of a dome tweeter.

Aluminium cabinet

Designed for high SPL applications

Silver, white and black colours

2 x 1” horn loaded dome tweeters

6.5” woofer with neo magnet
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C6TRM - Black, White or (pair)Aluminium 

The C6TRM is designed with an emphasis on very high 
output.

It features a strong 6.5" neodymium woofer with excellent 
cooling and a horn-loaded 1" tweeter, cooled by magnetic oil. 
Both drivers have excellent power handling and very low 
power compression. They offer superb dynamics making the 
C6TRM the perfect choice for home cinema installations 
involving demanding, dynamic program material. The 
extruded aluminium cabinet is well damped and the 
triangular shape minimises standing waves and reflections 
within the cabinet. C6TRM can be used in full range 
applications, but functions best when supported by a sub.

Aluminium cabinet with MDF baffle

High sensitivity

1" horn loaded dome tweeter

6.5" woofer with neo magnet

RETAIL Price List - Valid From June 2020

UK Sales: 01423 358 846

Retail
Ex VAT

Retail
Inc VAT

£1,333.33 £1,600.00

£1,166.67 £1,400.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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2.5” woofer

0.75” dome tweeter

Black and white colours

Patented triangular Cornered design is exceptionally discreet. 
Integrated mounting points make installation fast and easy. 
Tweeter waveguide offers very controlled dispersion and 
increases sensitivity.

IP65 rated

The Ci2 is an ultra-compact 2-way full-range speaker.

Ci2 - Black or White (pair)

Triangular ABS cabinet

Mounts without brackets

Hidden cable connection

The Ci4 is a feature packed compact 2-way full-range 
speaker with a wide and uniform dispersion.

The patented triangular Cornered design ensures fast and easy 
flush installation in corners or onto walls and ceilings without 
brackets via integrated mounting points, or for an even easier 
more flexible installation - the cabinet can be mounted on two 
slider brackets. Indoor or outdoor applications.

Ci4 - Black or White (pair)

4” woofer + 4” passive woofer

1” silk dome tweeter

Triangular ABS cabinet

IP65 rated

Mounts without brackets or with hidden sliders

Indoor or outdoor applications

Ci4: 8 ohms

Hidden cable connection

Black and white colours

RETAIL Price List - Valid From June 2020

UK Sales: 01423 358 846

Retail
Ex VAT

Retail
Inc VAT

£ 125.00 £ 150.00

£ 250.00 £ 300.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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1” silk dome tweeter

The Ci4-V is a feature packed compact 2-way full-range 
speaker with a wide and uniform dispersion.

The tweeter features a switchable protection circuit for either 8 
ohms or 70 / 100V. In high-impedance mode, tap settings for 
3.5, 7.5 or 15W output is conveniently located on the front 
baffle. The patented triangular Cornered design ensures fast and 
easy flush installation in corners or onto walls and ceilings 
without brackets via integrated mounting points, or for an even 
easier more flexible installation - the cabinet can be mounted on 
two slider brackets. Indoor or outdoor applications

4” woofer + 4” passive woofer

Ci4-V - Black or White (pair)

IP65 rated

Mounts without brackets or with hidden sliders

Hidden cable connection

Triangular ABS cabinet

Ci4-V: Switchable 100/70V mode / 8 ohms mode

Indoor or outdoor applications

Black and white colours

Ci5 - Black or White (pair)

The patented triangular Cornered design ensures fast and easy 
flush installation in corners or onto walls and ceilings without 
brackets via integrated mounting points, or for an even easier 
more flexible installation - the cabinet can be mounted on two 
slider brackets. Indoor or outdoor applications

Triangular ABS cabinet

1” silk dome tweeter

The Ci5 is a feature packed compact 2-way full-range 
speaker with higher power handling and sensitivity for a 
wide and uniform dispersion in larger spaces.

5.25” woofer + 5.25” passive woofer

IP65 rated

Mounts without brackets or with hidden sliders

Hidden cable connection

Ci5: 8 ohms

Indoor or outdoor applications

Black and white colours

RETAIL Price List - Valid From June 2020

UK Sales: 01423 358 846

Retail
Ex VAT

Retail
Inc VAT

£ 283.33 £ 340.00

£ 333.33 £ 400.00

Office: 01423 358 846
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CSP2  2 sq mm OFC Speaker Cable

In applications where it is not possible to run the speaker 
cable inside the wall, the Cornered CSP2 offers an elegant 
on-wall cable solution.

With a 100 degree triangular shape and a cut in the back, the 
Cornered speaker cable is easy to install discreetly in corners 
or on walls without cable trays. The cable is made by 2 sq mm 
multi stranded Oxygen Free Copper (OFC) with excellent 
sound quality. It features double isolation and a white, 
paintable jacket. The CSP2 is designed to be used with 
Cornered speakers, but can of course be used with any 
loudspeaker.

Triangular speaker cable

Designed to mount in corners

White paintable jacket

2 sq mm OFC multi stranded wire

100m of cable per box

1” silk dome tweeter

Hidden cable connection

5.25” woofer + 5.25” passive woofer

Switchable limiting circuit for tweeter

Indoor or outdoor applications

Black and white colours

The tweeter features a switchable protection circuit for either 8 
ohms or 70/100V. In high-impedance mode, tap settings for 3.5, 
7.5 15, or 30W output is conveniently located on the front baffle. 
The patented triangular Cornered design ensures fast and easy 
flush installation in corners or onto walls and ceilings without 
brackets via integrated mounting points, or for an even easier 
more flexible installation - the cabinet can be mounted on two 
slider brackets. Indoor or outdoor applications

Mounts without brackets or with hidden sliders

Ci5-V - Black or White (pair)

The Ci5-V is a feature packed compact 2-way full-range 
speaker with higher power handling and sensitivity for a 
wide and uniform dispersion in larger spaces.

Triangular ABS cabinet

IP65 rated

Ci5-V: Switchable 100 / 70V mode / 8 ohms mode

RETAIL Price List - Valid From June 2020

Office: 01423 358 846

UK Sales: 01423 358 846

Retail
Ex VAT

Retail
Inc VAT

£ 291.67 £ 350.00

£ 395.83 £ 475.00
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